FIS COMPETITION FACTS
e.on Ruhrgas FIS World Cup Ski Jumping
Gregor Schlierenzauer wins Oslo and the Nordic Tournament

March, 9th 2008/hn

Gregor Schlierenzauer from Austria won the e.on Ruhrgas FIS World Cup Ski Jumping competition in Oslo (NOR)
today.
Schlierenzauer received 265.3 points for his 125 and 123.5 meter jumps.
On the second place finished Tom Hilde from Norway (256.4 points / 119.5 and 123.5 meters) ahead of BjörnEinar Romoeren from Norway ( 247.1 points / 117.5 and 122 meters)
With his victory in the fourth and last competition of the Nordic Tournament Gregor Schlierenzauer won the
Tournament overall with a total of 897.6 points ahead of Tom Hilde (878.5 points) and Janne Happonen from
Finland (876.8 points)
Statements:
.Gregor Schlierenzauer (AUT): "A dream has come true to win in the Nordic Mekka Oslo. And of course it’s a
good feeling to be that last winner on the old hill on the Holmenkollen”.
Tom Hilde (FIN):” I am very happy and extremly satisfied with my jumps and my result today. It was the
Holmenkollen and it was the Nordic Tournament, that makes me feel even a little better that a usual second
place.”
Bjoern-Einar Romoeren (NOR): „Really great to stand on the podium here in Oslo. I´m satisfied with todays
result and now only looking forward to the final in Planica”.

Thomas Morgenstern has already won the e.on Ruhrgas FIS World Cup Ski Jumping overall this season with a
total of 1768 points. Gregor Schlierenzauer is on the second position with 1362 points ahead of Janne Ahonen
(FIN) 1166 points.

Pictures:
Please note that high quality action and podium pictures from today’s competitions are available for purchase
through the Internet portal offered by Nordic Focus, FIS Partner for photos from the Nordic Disciplines, at
www.nordicfocus.com
All results in detail can be found on http://www.fis-ski.com/
Kind regards
Horst Nilgen
FIS Ski Jumping media information service
jumping-info@fisski.com
mobile +41 793 954 480.
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